
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The character of this faction _________________ by Burke with even more
than his usual force and vivacity.
1.

(draw)
has been drawn

These precedents _________________________________ in the
evolution of the building.
2.

(alter/or/conceal)
have been altered or concealed

On the other hand, these would be strange facts if species have been
independently created, and varieties _____________________ by secondary
laws.

3.

(produce)
have been produced

Inconsistencies in spelling and hyphenation _____________________
from the original.
4.

(retain)
have been retained

At length the eye of criticism and philosophy was directed to the antiquities
of France; but even philosophers ____________________ by the contagion
of prejudice and passion.

5.

(taint)
have been tainted

But these boards, which are among the commonest features of the
landscape, may be rather taken to imply that the claim
____________________.

6.

(dispute)has been disputed

Inconsistencies in punctuation ______________________ without note.7.
(correct)

have been corrected

Poor boy, what a pit _______________ for your simplicity!8. (dig)has been dug

You mention that you _____________________ you are not considered as
an American citizen by the Americans, and that you have likewise heard that I
had no instructions respecting you by the government.

9.

(inform)

have been informed

It _________________ that the art which aims at decoration is better
adapted to both the purposes and materials of savages than the art which
aims at representation.

10.

(show)

has been shown

Your favor of the 18th was received in due time, and the answer
___________________ as well by a pressure of business, as by the
expectation of your absence from Richmond.

11.

(delay)
has been delayed
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The ground _______________________ and is therefore unproductive.12.
(not/clear)

has not been cleared

All preparations for the burial _________________ by Herbert and Bob.13.
(make)

have been made

It ________________ that the construction given to this clause is new,
and now for the first time brought forward.
14.

(say)
has been said

Slight constitutional differences _____________________ between
certain varieties: thus, some kinds succeed much better in one part of
England than in another; and it ___________________ that some varieties
require much more moisture than others.

15.

(observe) (notice)

have been observed

has been noticed

If he prays in the morning to be kept out of temptation as well as for his
daily bread, shall he not return thanks at night that he has not fallen into sin
as well as that his stomach __________________?

16.

(fill)has been filled

Of course Peter had been trifling with them, for no one can fly unless the
fairy dust _________________ on him.
17.

(blow)has been blown

I add the last words, because I admit the right in general conversation and
in writing; in which last form it _____________________ in the valuable book
you have now favored me with.

18.

(exercise)
has been exercised

It ___________________ that they received him with harsh reproaches,
and that, unable to bear the shame he felt for his conduct, he died only a few
days after the battle.

19.

(allege)

has been alleged

Many means __________________ to mitigate the social evils, but with
little encouragement.
20.

(try)
have been tried
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